
1    Op- en afbouw

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

number of persons on tour

current residence

hour pitch performance / show duration



15Feet6
België www.15feet6.com

They used a series of circus techniques that they explored
further according to what they needed for this creation. With the
acrobatic bicycle, they looked for figures that allowed them to
introduce the characters and their relationship through circus.
The Cyr wheel is Rosas main specialty and is explored in
combination with Jasper's skills on the bicycle. Together they
master the art of duo rollerblading and provide a spectacular
ending for Primus. All of this topped with humor.

The spectacular roller skating technique is not the only strength
of the performance. By combining the verbal humor of the
commentator with the physical comedy of the performers, they
make the performance engaging for all ages. Throughout the
performance, they use the music of Emile Waldteufel, the
composer of "La Valse des Patineurs. So performance and
music form an enjoyable whole.

Primus Les Patineurs
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:40 h 0:20 h

1/1
11/1

1/1
11/1

14:45
18:00

14:45
18:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Les Patineurs
Primus

Les Patineurs
Primus

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:20 h
00:40 h

00:20 h
00:40 h

5
ARTISTS: Yolaine Dooms (België); Jarno Vanthuyne (België); Jasper D'Hondt
(België); Rosa Tyyskä (Finland);
OTHER PERSONS: Babysit (TBC) (België);

Gent (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

1/2
11/1

1/2
10/1

14:45
18:00

14:45
18:00

Les Patineurs
Primus

Les Patineurs
Primus

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:20 h
00:40 h

00:20 h
00:40 h

https://vimeo.com/647055896

https://vimeo.com/340305386



Actic
Nederland www.actic.nl

Actic Carwash is a more than 7 meters long theatrical car wash
in which just about everything is washed, except the car. Played
in an electrical vintage Moskvitch car, participants drive over a
guide rail into an open car wash. The car is thoroughly cleaned
by two rotating brushes with environmentally friendly soap and
it gets a bubble treatment. The car comes out again via the dry
dock. The 2 other cars offer space for new participants.

Actic Carwash
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:30 h

1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1

14:45
17:15

14:45
17:15

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Actic Carwash
Actic Carwash

Actic Carwash
Actic Carwash

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

01:30 h
01:30 h

01:30 h
01:30 h

2
ARTISTS: Jelle de Bruijn (Nederland); Leo van der Veen (Nederland);

Amersfoort (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1

14:45
17:15

14:45
17:15

Actic Carwash
Actic Carwash

Actic Carwash
Actic Carwash

hour pitch performance / show duration

01:30 h
01:30 h

01:30 h
01:30 h

https://vimeo.com/593891314?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=104690746



Aira Vertical walldance - Bencha Theater
Nederland www.verticalwalldance.com

TEMPO is a wall dance performance/a visual acrobatic dance
performance by Bencha Theater about the acceleration of time
under the influence of technological innovation, and about how
we can harness this innovation to bend time to our will rather
than being swallowed up by it. A vertical performance inspired
by the book,,, Momo and the Time Savers". A performance with
music, ( if possible) video, acrobatic dance against the vertical.

What would have happened if she hadn't bitten the apple? A
modern version of Adam and Eve and the serpent. Our ideas
about paradise, about shame and sin, our ideas about good and
evil and our image of women - to what extent were they shaped
by this primal story? Where dance, balance acrobatics and
aerial acrobatics come together in a seductive and poetic way.
Beautiful music that takes the audience into this modern
version of seduction and passion. A treacherous and exciting
story on beautiful musical tango beats.

Tempo MyTHOS
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:45 h 0:20 h

19/1
19/1

19/1
19/1

14:00
16:30

14:00
16:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

MyTHOS
MyTHOS

MyTHOS
MyTHOS

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

www.benchatheater.nl

00:20 h
00:20 h

00:20 h
00:20 h

8
ARTISTS: Dimiter Simeonov (Bulgarije); Micka Karlsson (Sweden); Kenneth
Gerard (België); Sarah Kooij (Nederland); Sylvia Idelberger (Germany); Marieke
van der heijden (Nederland);
TECHNICIANS: TBC
OTHER PERSONS: Rachel Melief (Nederland);

Amsterdam (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

19/1
19/1

19/1
19/1

14:00
16:30

14:00
16:30

MyTHOS
MyTHOS

MyTHOS
MyTHOS

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:20 h
00:20 h

00:20 h
00:20 h

https://youtu.be/fLzxahyS9V0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhyGDdo95yg



Amer Kabbani (cia 104º)
Spain http://www.lamaleta.

cat/en/espectacles/runa-4/

Runa. Remains. History. Construction. Destruction. Forgotten
memories. Siria. Roots. Death. Life. Identity.
A free space where the body becomes the way to think about
human’s being active and passive hostility, using and acid but
profound comedy that will make you think.
This play wonders about your own limits, as well as the
absurdity of borders and human conflicts.

Support for the Creation of Fira Tàrrega 2022. Beneficial project
for the creation of the Travesia cross-border cooperation
project, co-financed by the European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF) of the European Union through POCTEFA. With
the support of Ax Animation, Roca Umbert, La Central del Circ
and FiraTàrrega.

Runa
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:50 h

3/1

3/1

19:45

19:45

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Runa

Runa

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:50 h

00:50 h

3
ARTISTS: Amer Kabbani (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: tbc (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Alina Ventura (Spain);

Cardedeu (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

3/1

3/1

19:45

19:45

Runa

Runa

hour pitch performance / show duration
00:50 h

00:50 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzVA9MzM8QI

https://youtu.be/NClpQ-dMDuE



Amoukanama Circus
Guinee amoukanama.org

With decided step
a group of young people
in search of a new world.
Coming from different directions
they move together to go beyond their limits.
'FA' is a great crossing for change.
Along the way, the group follows the light of a new land on the
horizon. These radiant, open-hearted individuals dance and fly
over and through obstacles.

Focused on their dreams, they propel themselves forward to a
new path. An adventure unfolds, taking us into a grand
acrobatics and dance performance at the intersection of Africa
and the Western world.
United, they present us with an Ode to Life that exudes a deep
and sacred connection.
FA is a great journey of human connection, braving obstacles in
the hope of finding a better place.
Director/ choreographer: Anthony Weiss

FA
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:35 h

13/1

13/1

14:00

14:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

FA

FA

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent

nouveau

00:35 h

00:35 h

11
ARTISTS: Nathalie Vandenabeele (België); Alseny Sacko (Guinee); Facinet
Camara (Guinee); Ibrahima Sory Bangoura (Guinee); Ibrahima Sory Camara
(Guinee); Mamadou Lamarana Bah (Guinee); Mohamed Bangoura (Guinee);
Panival Soumah (Guinee); Tidjane Bangoura (Guinee);
TECHNICIANS: Anthony Weiss (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Danny Keuppens (België);

Conakry (Guinee); Noot: met betrekking tot visa en budget:  (); reizen enkel voor
een langere tournee / creatie periode. ();

number of persons on tour

current residence

15/1

15/1

14:00

14:00

FA

FA

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:35 h

00:35 h

https://vimeo.com/549246398

https://youtu.be/RFeuW3IRxg8



Anamaria&Magí
Spain https://cossoc.org/

COSSOC is a collaborative duet between a Catalan and
Slovenian dancer, made for the outdoors. A hypnotic
choreography filled with suggestive images of what two bodies
in constant balance can do. A movement research about the
complexity and simplicity of a relation. A window for
observation and curiosity of the audience, a border between a
public and private space.

By establishing an intimate relation between the performers,
they create a strong connection, through which they reach the
surroundings and integrate with the space. The piece leads the
audience on a path of calming down and listening. Perhaps the
whole creation is in search of a place to be with ease.

Cossoc
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:45 h

8/1

8/1

19:45

19:45

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Cossoc

Cossoc

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:45 h

00:45 h

2
ARTISTS: Anamaria Klajnšček (Slovenia); Magí Serra (Spain);

Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

11/1

11/1

20:00

20:00

Cossoc

Cossoc

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:45 h

00:45 h

https://vimeo.com/448440122

https://vimeo.com/610931360/7f854935a3



Avital&Jochen
Germany www.avital-jochen.com

With a combination of humor, live music and technical skill, the
two performers produce a stunningly atmospheric performance.
Avital and Jochen Showcase their mutual trust and rapport.
 The Show starts onstage with live music and comedy, building
momentum to high level aerial acrobatics, straps and juggling.
Follow Avital and Jochen as they reach the Grand finale of the
show, A mesmerizing Duo Swinging Trapeze act.

Limo
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

19/1
19/1

19/1
19/1

15:45
18:30

15:45
18:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Limo
Limo

Limo
Limo

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

3
ARTISTS: Avital Pöschko (UK); Jochen Pöschko (Germany);
TECHNICIANS: Mark Pieklo (France);

Schriesheim (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

19/1
19/1

19/1
19/1

15:45
18:30

15:45
18:30

Limo
Limo

Limo
Limo

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

https://youtu.be/o8TVMVjM1OA

https://vimeo.com/735917714

https://www.avital-jochen.com/outdoor-show



Buguel Noz Marionnettes
België http://www.demant.be/buguelnoz/

A poetic performance for all audiances. The acts with
marionettes, by Buguel Noz, are very intense, tender, lyrical and
creates astonishment. Music, dance and marionettes bring
together moments of pure magic.

Original performance, without words and very visual.
For all ages and multicultural.
Intimistic and poetic but very suitable as street theater.

Poésie du feu et de la Terre
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:20 h

15/1

15/1

15/1

15/1

15:15

16:45

15:15

16:45

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Poésie du feu et de la Terre

Poésie du feu et de la Terre

Poésie du feu et de la Terre

Poésie du feu et de la Terre

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:20 h

00:20 h

00:20 h

00:20 h

2
ARTISTS: Nadja Renouard (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Antoine ou Neige Demoulin (België);

Liège (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

15/1

15/1

16:15

16:15

Poésie du feu et de la Terre

Poésie du feu et de la Terre

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:20 h

00:20 h

15/121:45 Poésie du feu et de la Terre 00:20 h
15/120:45 Poésie du feu et de la Terre 00:20 h

15/121:45 Poésie du feu et de la Terre 00:20 h
15/120:45 Poésie du feu et de la Terre 00:20 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ns2aFGJBtpU



Cia Hotel iocandi
Spain https://www.hoteliocandi.com

Second production of this company that presents a solo of
small-medium format based on the circus and the clown. A
reflection, from the poetic of the absurd on the impact of
tourism, on the struggle of powers, on the emptiness, the
silence and the loneliness in front of the immensity. A
metaphorical trip to the human depths to look for what makes
us continue swimming, looking, paddling despite the
unforeseeable and always amazing magnitude and force of the
waves.

PEIX is a journey, a metaphorical journey towards the
human depths in search for that which makes us keep on
swimming, keep on searching, keep on rowing against
waves, be they tall or strong.

PEIX
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:50 h

10/2

10/2

15:00

15:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

PEIX

PEIX

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:50 h

00:50 h

4
ARTISTS: Tomeu Amer (Spain); Griselda Juncà (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: tbc (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Alina Ventura (Spain);

Sant Feliu Sasserra (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

10/1

10/1

15:30

15:30

PEIX

PEIX

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:50 h

00:50 h

https://vimeo.com/401350809

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=luIlJ7dyeCY



Cie Balles et Pattes
France https://cieballesetpattes.com/

Faceless shadows appearing from all around. Bodies that run,
jump and then freeze. A moving crowd whose only necessity is
to be together facing the world, showing us its circus.
Circus in its purest form :
without artifice
the relationship to the performance,
to the demands,
to the magnificent amazement,
to those human limits

that these silhouettes try to push back
in front of us, resolutely and without a net.
With the elegance and simplicity of those who dare, they set the
world in motion, dialogue with the
risk and re-enchant the everyday.
Acrobatic lifts, juggling, balancing, contortion, magic, Chinese
pole.
In a choreography that is both precise and tumultuous.

Nothing Personal
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:50 h

13/1

13/1
13/1

13/1

19:30

15:15
19:30

15:15

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Nothing Personal

Nothing Personal
Nothing Personal

Nothing Personal

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:50 h

00:50 h
00:50 h

00:50 h

13
ARTISTS: Philippe Assoun (France); Liam Carmody (Ireland); Lisandro Gallo
(Argentina); Timoté Grenier (France); Raphaël Jacob (France); Domingos Lecomte
(France); Eloïse Rignon (France); Pauline Talon (Switzerland); Noémi Tô-Cuche
(France); Matias Zambrano (Chili); Ana Zammito (Argentina);
TECHNICIANS: François Decobert (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Emmanuelle Selin (France);

Lomme (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

15/1

15/1
15/1

15/1

19:30

15:15
19:30

15:15

Nothing Personal

Nothing Personal
Nothing Personal

Nothing Personal

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:50 h

00:50 h
00:50 h

00:50 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpqbLrzFdeg&t=29s

https://cargocollective.com/ballesetpattesfr/Nothing-Personal



Cie Dos mundos al Arte
France https://www.ciedosmundosalarte.com/

One is very large and rather moon-like. The other is very small
and quite ordinary. So far they have been going their separate
ways. But what would happen if they met? That's the whole
story of Si tu n'étais pas Là... Two personalities that meet, clash
and tame each other while dealing with their differences. If you
could see what I see? This simple question will lead our two
main characters to get into rather complex situations. Mixing
humour and poetry ... a journey towards the other's view.

Anna returns to the place of her childhood, after a tragedy she
did not want...
She returns to the place where it all began.
She returns in order not to forget.
She returns in an attempt to live again.
So she crosses this new world between imbalance and fear.
Fear of chaos, fear of falling apart.
Anna moves in a world that is no longer her own.

Si tu n'étais pas Là Je voudrai mourir un soir d'été, à l'heure où les baleines
s'échouentnieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:55 h 0:35 h

11/1
11/1

11/1
11/1

14:30
18:45

14:30
18:45

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Je voudrai mourir un soir d'été, à
l'heure où les baleines s'échouentJe voudrai mourir un soir d'été, à
l'heure où les baleines s'échouent

Je voudrai mourir un soir d'été, à
l'heure où les baleines s'échouentJe voudrai mourir un soir d'été, à
l'heure où les baleines s'échouent

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:35 h
00:35 h

00:35 h
00:35 h

4
ARTISTS: Céline Bulteau (France); Jeanne Garrouste (France);
TECHNICIANS: Benjamin Truchet (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Julie Horville (France);

St Jean de Maurienne (France); Annecy (France); Lyon (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

10/1

10/1

18:45

18:45

Je voudrai mourir un soir d'été, à
l'heure où les baleines s'échouent

Je voudrai mourir un soir d'été, à
l'heure où les baleines s'échouent

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:35 h

00:35 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8KNUTXlXSU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7OVsgGajAg&t=1s



Cie Jusqu'ici tout va bien
France https://jusquicitoutvabien.org/

Tender, hilarious fiction about a mascot costume and the man
inside. A stadium mascot, a pub or amusement park icon: we
have all seen a mascot with an icy smile waddling around to the
delight of children. But behind the hugs, hand-waving and
kitschy choreography, what is left of the human whose job it is
to animate the mascot? Who is the person inside?
Come and meet the individual who hides inside the
foam creature.

"Mascotte" presents a meeting that never takes place: that of
the public and the anonymous person under the costume. With
the mascot, it is the individual who disappears, it is the human
who disappears from the live performance. The skin is covered,
the voice is muffled, the identity is hidden. Yet there is someone
inside. The one we discover wants to regain his body, to claim
his identity and to escape from the universe in which he is
immersed all day long: a universe that seems to have absorbed
everything.

Mascotte
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:40 h

11/1

1/1
1/1

1/1

19:30

14:00
17:45

17:45

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Mascotte

Mascotte
Mascotte

Mascotte

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:40 h

00:40 h
00:40 h

00:40 h

2
ARTISTS: Adrien Taffanel (France);
TECHNICIANS: Adrien Fontaine (France);

Lille (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

1/4
1/4

1/4

14:00
17:45

17:45

Mascotte
Mascotte

Mascotte

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:40 h
00:40 h

00:40 h

https://youtu.be/lQakWvT7I5c



Cie Modo Grosso
België www.modogrosso.be

Déborah Colucci composes a modern and genius repertoire
with the harp. She improvises and explores rich and various
sounds. Alexis Rouvre is a fysical artist: a juggler and a
manipulator with ropes. Together they create a spectacle with
two subjects that don’t have many things in common. They
want to create balance, simplicity and the generosity of a duo-
concert. Alexis plays with space, objects and the body.

Déborah strokes or hits the chords on her harp. She supports
and attends Alexis, but she also manipulates him with her
music. With sounds and images they vibrate the space.
Déborah and Alexis entertain themselves; thanks to the (dis)
harmony they create through the duo-concert. Poetic, artistic
and surprising.

Entre-Cordes
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:25 h

1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1
1/1

16:45
18:30

14:00
16:45
18:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Entre-Cordes
Entre-Cordes

Entre-Cordes
Entre-Cordes
Entre-Cordes

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:25 h
00:25 h

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

3
ARTISTS: Alexis Rouvre (France); Déborah Colucci (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Anne-Claire Ronsin (France);

Bruxelles (België); Allevard (France); Rennes (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

1/2
1/2

1/2
1/2
1/2

16:45
18:30

14:00
16:45
18:30

Entre-Cordes
Entre-Cordes

Entre-Cordes
Entre-Cordes
Entre-Cordes

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:25 h
00:25 h

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

https://vimeo.com/376986524?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=52432329



Circus unARTiq
Germany www.circus-unartiq.de

An open-air show between contemporary circus and movement
theater.
„Strange to walk in the fog! Life is loneliness.“ (Hesse)
An 8.5 m high and 7 m wide curtain turns the environment into a
theater: a park, a city center,... becomes a stage and seduces
the viewer to rediscover the familiar.
The setting is changeable, can be manipulated by the actors
and thus, images and situations are constantly emerging that
bring new aspects into focus.

Circus techniques such as Chinese-Pole and acrobatics on
a swinging trapeze provide the vocabulary for a contemporary
and hopeful kind of metaphorical language and repeatedly
ensure moments of amazement and leaving behind all worries.
Modern electronic sounds mix with live music: a saxophone
playing in dizzying height the sound track for a vertical dance
on a rope ladder. Is the difference between dystopia and utopia
eventually just a matter of perspective?
The piece is aimed at a large audience of all ages.

CurtainCall
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1

15:15
17:15

15:15
17:15

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

CurtainCall
CurtainCall

CurtainCall
CurtainCall

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

2
ARTISTS: Lisa Rinne (Germany); Andreas Bartl (Germany);

Großenkneten (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1

15:15
17:15

15:15
17:15

CurtainCall
CurtainCall

CurtainCall
CurtainCall

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

https://vimeo.com/643431546



Compagnie Les Malles
Switzerland www.compagnielesmalles.com

The neighbourhood is lively, tensions run high between two
neighbours, Camille, a writer, and Tony, a rock fan. After so
many years of fighting, they can no longer stand each other.
Due to some well-chosen moments in life, we will see two
characters evolve in their misunderstandings, embittered by the
other and their certainties, only to realise how essential the
other is. What is left for them, at the dawn of their death?

A story about neighbours presented by Les Malles in a
language that combines hand puppetry, dance and gestural
theatre in an explosive show!

Chez Toi Chez Moi
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:45 h

8/1

8/1

15:45

15:45

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Chez Toi Chez Moi

Chez Toi Chez Moi

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:45 h

00:45 h

2
ARTISTS: Romain Guex (Switzerland); Céline Fellay (Switzerland);

Bovernier (Switzerland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

8/1

8/1

15:45

15:45

Chez Toi Chez Moi

Chez Toi Chez Moi

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:45 h

00:45 h



Company Kate&Pasi
Finland www.kate-pasi.com

Rafla is a story about a traveling restaurant and two
restaurateurs who love their work and each other despite their
complaints, told using the means of a contemporary circus. In
Rafla, not everything always goes as it should, but joy and
happiness are always guaranteed. The lightly comedic and
jovial work takes viewers into the world of acrobatics and
juggling, where pizzas, onions and people fly while Rafla's
restaurateurs get along!

Rafla
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

5/1

5/1
5/1

5/1

20:30

17:30
20:30

17:30

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Rafla

Rafla
Rafla

Rafla

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h

2
ARTISTS: Katerina Repponen (Finland); Pasi Nousiainen (Finland);

Helsinki (Finland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

6/1

6/1
6/1

6/1

20:30

17:30
20:30

17:30

Rafla

Rafla
Rafla

Rafla

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkI5Yk9SgLY

https://vimeo.com/646436016/67347ca88c



De Vuurmeesters
België www.devuurmeesters.be

De Vuurmeesters are teasing this year with small fragments
from their wide-ranging fire landscapes: enjoy their Fire
Lanterns, Fire Candlesticks, Fire Lotus and Oil Lamps on staff.

Reachable on +32 472/84.69.62 for get-togethers in Ypres

Vuurlandschappen
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux3:00 h

12/5
14/4

12/5
14/4

21:00
21:00

21:00
21:00

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Vuurlandschappen
Vuurlandschappen

Vuurlandschappen
Vuurlandschappen

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

03:00 h
03:00 h

03:00 h
03:00 h

ARTISTS: tbc (België);

Gent (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

12/1
14/1

12/1
14/1

21:00
21:00

21:00
21:00

Vuurlandschappen
Vuurlandschappen

Vuurlandschappen
Vuurlandschappen

hour pitch performance / show duration

03:00 h
03:00 h

03:00 h
03:00 h



Disco Balance
België https://uiliso.wixsite.com/uili

It's time to move your body, it's time to move your soul, it's time
for the DISCO BALANCE SHOW.
Two crazy timetravellers came all the way from the 80's to save
the world with their crazy dance moves and a lot of disco
music.
DISCO BALANCE SHOW is a super fresh creation which mixes
strong and visual acroduo, perch and so many rythm.
DISCO BALANCE SHOW is a show to enjoy with your family
and friends.

It's the rescue of the unforgetible moments brought by disco
music. Fusion of the experiences and knowledge of two
restless artists with the intention to create something different
and bring an innovative product to the market.
In this show they use the following circus disciplines: perch,
hand to hand, acrodance, theater, humour.

"It does not matter how slow you go as long as you do not
stop" (Confucious)

Disco Balance
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

11/1
11/1
11/1

11/1
11/1

15:30
17:30
19:45

15:30
17:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Disco Balance
Disco Balance
Disco Balance

Disco Balance
Disco Balance

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

3
ARTISTS: Uiliames BISPO DE ALMEIDA (Brazil); Laleshka SALAS SALAZAR
(Peru);
OTHER PERSONS: Steffie Naessens (België);

Brussel (België); Kortrijk (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

10/1

10/1

17:30

17:30

Disco Balance

Disco Balance

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h

00:30 h

10/120:45 Disco Balance 00:30 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKLkr0OOD-0



DoubleV
Taiwan

No matter who you are or where you were born, there is always
something inside you. Passionate, ambition, hope, let the
dragon fly you to where you meant to be.
Mystery, impossible, crazy, beautiful, amazing, breathtaking
etc., they try to include various feelings in their show. Other
than difficult diabolo tricks, they combined some acrobatic
tricks with their profession. When they are together, some
special chemical reactions occur. “We are special when we are
together!” That's what Double V is.

Ever since we were born,
we have been searching for and exploring the meaning of life.
As we grow older,
There are more to be learnt and responsibilities of.
We can't be wilful and do whatever that comes into mind.
And we have reached here so far.
With our own name.
For the unknown future...!

Hidden Dragon Life ∞ Hope
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h 0:07 h

13/1

13/1

13/1

13/1

16:30

18:00

16:30

18:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Hidden Dragon

Hidden Dragon

Hidden Dragon

Hidden Dragon

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:25 h

00:25 h

00:25 h

00:25 h

5
ARTISTS: Hng Thean Leong (Malaysia); Shen, Han-Yen (Taiwan); Hsieh, Meng-Ti
(Taiwan); Beh Seng Fatt (Malaysia);
OTHER PERSONS: Hsiao, Ya-Wen (Taiwan);

Taipei (Taiwan);

number of persons on tour

current residence

15/1
15/1

15/1
15/1

16:45
18:00

16:45
18:00

Hidden Dragon
Hidden Dragon

Hidden Dragon
Hidden Dragon

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:25 h
00:25 h

00:25 h
00:25 h

13/122:00 Hidden Dragon 00:25 h 15/122:00 Hidden Dragon 00:25 h

13/122:00 Hidden Dragon 00:25 h 15/122:00 Hidden Dragon 00:25 h

https://youtu.be/0HuykpOYdoY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urNtxm24wzM



Dwaallicht vzw
België www.toverspel.be

Dwaallicht vzw creates custom fire installations.
From very small to very large assignments for any kind of
event, winter and summer. Combinations are possible with
large stovepipe candles, small stovepipe candles, safe wood
fires in washing machine drums, masses of tealights in glass
jars, in washing machine drums, in paper bags, in birdcages, on
rafts, in large bowls, u-irons, wick figures up to 50m² (e.g.: your
logo in fire), metal protection plates, cast iron fire pots on
paraffin, etc.

Vuurinstallaties
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau4:00 h

12/2

12/2

21:00

21:00

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Vuurinstallaties

Vuurinstallaties

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

04:00 h

04:00 h

Mechelen (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

12/1

12/1

21:00

21:00

Vuurinstallaties

Vuurinstallaties

hour pitch performance / show duration

04:00 h

04:00 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KfNw4ooCeA



Fietswolven Figurentheater
België www.fietswolven.be

A touching story, about a man and a deer.
About a tentative encounter that leads to madness.
About desire and getting caught up in untamed longing.
A fairy tale as a fairy tale should be:
imaginative and with a dark edge... .
atmospheric and intimate performance.
Shows best in a darkened environment, with lighting.
Figure theater without words

Gebroken Hert
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

8/1
8/1

8/1
8/1

21:15
22:45

21:15
22:45

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Gebroken Hert
Gebroken Hert

Gebroken Hert
Gebroken Hert

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

00:25 h
00:25 h

00:25 h
00:25 h

3
ARTISTS: Koen De Baets (België); Liez Schroë (België);
TECHNICIANS: Tom Oosterlinck (België);

Gent (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

8/1
8/1

8/1
8/1

21:15
22:45

21:15
22:45

Gebroken Hert
Gebroken Hert

Gebroken Hert
Gebroken Hert

hour pitch performance / show duration
00:25 h
00:25 h

00:25 h
00:25 h

https://youtu.be/JVZsT8kWss8



Grandet Douglas
France https://www.grandetdouglas.com

Ever dreamed of a magic flying carpet ride while a pianist
accompanies your flight with marvellous music? Close your
eyes and let the world go by.
In the fantastic world of Grandet Douglas this dream becomes
reality. Be surprised by a special mobile structure and a piano
which is so light that it defies gravity. Sitting on a comfortable
flying carpet, the miracle unfolds before your eyes….
The Contrevent is a balance, a perfect equilibrium between a
piano and a flying carpet. The carousel is a call to the

imagination, to sweet memories, to the magic of levity. It is also
the game of seeking balance, stability, it is fragile and hypnotic
at the same time.
The operation of the carousel is the fruit of empiricism: the
principle of balance allows a rotation almost without friction of
the structure. The propulsion is thus reduced to a fan. When the
rotational speed is reached, the fan stops. The carousel turns
practically indefinitely without any other noise than the sound
of the piano.

Le Contrevent
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux4:00 h

2/1
2/1

2/1
2/1

15:00
17:30

15:00
17:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Le Contrevent
Le Contrevent

Le Contrevent
Le Contrevent

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

www.hhproducties.nl

04:00 h
04:00 h

04:00 h
04:00 h

3
ARTISTS: Julien Lett (France); Jane Doe (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Tanja Ruiter (Nederland);

Dijon (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

2/1
2/1

2/1
2/1

15:00
17:30

15:00
17:30

Le Contrevent
Le Contrevent

Le Contrevent
Le Contrevent

hour pitch performance / show duration

04:00 h
04:00 h

04:00 h
04:00 h

https://www.grandetdouglas.com/le-manege



Guillem Albá
Spain www.guillemalba.com

GUILLEM ALBÀ's new show is a return to the origins: his
characteristic visual universe. This time through puppets and
small-format comedy and a vibrant collective experience of
proximity.
A twenty-five minutes journey from comedy to poetry, with the
hands as a starting point. This part of the body that returns us
to the tangible, everyday and artisanal, and reconnects us with
the community.
Hands that have created most of the things we use. Hands that

have unleashed the most sublime beauty and the most terrible
atrocities. Hands that tell the stories that have united us for so
long. To claim them so that they are not left alone and forgotten
between keyboards, screens and over-information. An
experience to remember the importance of what is human,
simple and shared.
This show of artisanal humor and excitement adapts to the
uniqueness of each space. A short piece with an intimate
format for both indoor and outdoor use.

Ma solitud
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

21/1
21/1
21/1

21/1
21/1

14:45
17:00
19:30

14:45
17:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Ma solitud
Ma solitud
Ma solitud

Ma solitud
Ma solitud

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

00:25 h
00:25 h

3
ARTISTS: Guillem Albà  (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Sergio Martínez (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Marta Riera Pi (Spain);

Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

21/1
21/1
21/1

21/1
21/1

14:45
17:00
19:30

14:45
17:00

Ma solitud
Ma solitud
Ma solitud

Ma solitud
Ma solitud

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

00:25 h
00:25 h

21/120:30 Ma solitud 00:25 h 21/120:30 Ma solitud 00:25 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AqWJQc8gBZY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWCEOGD0Uv0



Jordi L. Vidal company
België http://www.jordilvidal.net/adventures-in-

planet-love/

An original and dynamic performance that combines floor
acrobatics, contemporary dance and physical theatre.
This piece explore the diversity of romantic encounters in order
to bring light on our prejudices, to overcome them and create
bridges and better living together.

“An encounter" it is an original and dynamic performance that
combines floor acrobatics, dance and physical theatre.
Tender, adventurous, passionate: an encounter between two
persons.
We are touched by this coming and going of smiles, surprises
and emotions.
Visual, dynamic and without text. For all kind of audiences

Adventures in Planet love An Encounter
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:25 h 0:25 h

10/2
10/2

10/2
10/2

17:00
19:00

17:00
19:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

An Encounter
An Encounter

An Encounter
An Encounter

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

http://www.jordilvidal.net/an-encounter/

00:25 h
00:25 h

00:25 h
00:25 h

5
ARTISTS: Jordi L. Vidal (Belgium (Spain)); Julie Querre (Belgium (France)); Youri
de Gussem (Belgium); Félix Rapela (Belgium (Argentina));
OTHER PERSONS: Matthias Vilain (Belgium);

Brussels (Belgium);

number of persons on tour

current residence

10/1

10/1

17:00

17:00

An Encounter

An Encounter

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:25 h

00:25 h

https://vimeo.com/649919753?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=4055418

https://vimeo.com/284922086?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=4055418

https://vimeo.com/406531107?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=4055418



Juggling Tango
Nederland www.jugglingtango.com

The show Juggling Tango combines juggling and tango in
every way you can imagine, ..or probably can’t imagine, until
you’ve seen it. Juggling Tango captures the spirit, the music
and dance of the Argentinian Tango and combines them with
extraordinary juggling skills in an unparalleled choreographic
display. Juggling Tango is also a metaphor for the multiple
aspects of a relationship between two people. A performance
that is both spectacular and romantic, high on emotions and
sure to touch an audience of all ages.

Juggling Tango
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:20 h

10/2
10/2
10/2

16:00
18:00
20:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Juggling Tango
Juggling Tango
Juggling Tango

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

3
ARTISTS: Evert Menno van Dijken (Nederland); Emilie Weisse (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Jules Menno van Dijken (son, 10 years old)  (Nederland);

Rotterdam (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

10/1
10/1

18:00
20:00

Juggling Tango
Juggling Tango

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:20 h
00:20 h

10/221:00 Juggling Tango 00:20 h 10/121:00 Juggling Tango 00:20 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fi_WPe59c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fi_WPe59cVQ



Kai Berthold
Germany www.funus-memoriae.de

The Funus Memoriae GmbH & Co KG (lat. funus = funeral; lat.
memoriae = memory) is the world‘s premier company, that
specialises in the cremation of human memories. We‘re helping
people to ban unloved moments from their conscious and
unconscious minds and have therefore developed two proven
procedures:  1. From painful breakups to unpleasant dentist
appointments; from bad hangovers to the election of Donald
Trump; You decide which awful memories to erase with the help
of our proven MEMORY RELEASING.

2. With our MEMORY CLEANSING we help yout to tidy out your
memory and/or get rid of memories that haven not yet been
identified as harmful or float around your unconsciuous mind
and sometimes express themselves through psychosomatic
complaints.
Our patent-pending Memometer, operated by one of our trained
employess will help you identify up to three of those memories
with ease, so you can finally let them go.
Don‘t wait! Let us help you today: Just forget about it...

Funus Memoriae
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux1:00 h

10/1
10/1
10/1

10/1
10/1
10/1

14:00
16:00
18:00

14:00
16:00
18:00

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Funus Memoriae
Funus Memoriae
Funus Memoriae

Funus Memoriae
Funus Memoriae
Funus Memoriae

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

01:00 h
01:00 h
01:00 h

01:00 h
01:00 h
01:00 h

1
ARTISTS: Kai Berthold (Germany);

Cologne (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

9/2
9/2
9/2

9/2
9/2
9/2

14:00
16:00
18:00

14:00
16:00
18:00

Funus Memoriae
Funus Memoriae
Funus Memoriae

Funus Memoriae
Funus Memoriae
Funus Memoriae

hour pitch performance / show duration

01:00 h
01:00 h
01:00 h

01:00 h
01:00 h
01:00 h

https://youtu.be/-Mn9lDc5pfM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tuw-hbukuOY



Kolektiv Lapso Cirk
Spain https://lapsocirk.com/

David & Tomas challenge the laws of gravity and their very own
abilities. Simple planks of wood transform into various
contraptions that lead them to having to constantly be
overcoming new challenges. Whether it comes to strength,
concentration, courage or trust, it all depends on what game
they happen to be playing at that given moment.
Risk is recognised as an unavoidable part of their work, they
are both putting each other in danger, but it is also evident that
they know how to handle the body and how to fall.

One can’t help but hold their breath when watching these two in
action. The audience is both tied up in the tension generated by
the games, but also can’t help but be pleasantly impressed by
the aesthetic images that the balance creates and sustains.
Each action corresponds to a reaction: planks, beams, wooden
constructions are created and destroyed. Fear is overcome
despite the danger, every act of balance is unstable by
definition. For this OVVIO is also an aesthetic exercise in the
laws of gravitational physics and generates improbability.

OVVIO
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:50 h

18/1

18/1

18/1

19:30

18:30

18:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

OVVIO

OVVIO

OVVIO

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:50 h

00:50 h

00:50 h

3
ARTISTS: David Diez Mendez (Spain); Tomas Vaclavek (Slovak republic);
TECHNICIANS: Ingrid Esperanza Berman Marin (Spain);

Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

22/1

22/1

22/1

19:30

18:30

18:30

OVVIO

OVVIO

OVVIO

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:50 h

00:50 h

00:50 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaONk8XIMlk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJIHtxUhi3M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1XUdPsWckE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAu2irtiBYA



La Fam Teatre
Spain www.lafam.es

Aquiles, son of goddess Tetis and Peleo, the mortal, was one of
the biggest heroes in greek mythology.
Out of all those who fought in the Trojan War, his was the
biggest glory. His role in the war was decisive for the greek
victory. But Aquiles, regardless of his superhuman qualities,
was a mortal. His extreme strength, cruelty, arrogance and
beauty became a standard for all mortals trying to transcend
and live a life of danger and glory.

Aquiles irrupts in the city with his 5.5 metres of height, and his
nearly 1000kg, sweeping the streets and squares, disrupting
everyday life. A shocking view, a show with a great visual
impact, which will leave anyone nearing to see him walk the
streets entirely mesmerised.

Pyrotechnic ending.

Aquiles (start walking act) Aquiles (finale)
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h 0:30 h

4/1
8/1

4/1

16:30
16:45

19:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Aquiles (start walking act)
Aquiles (finale)

Aquiles (start walking act)

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h

5
ARTISTS: Santiago Martinez (Spain); Victor Segarra (Spain); Juanan Lucena
(Spain); Sergio Heredia (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Gracia Sánchez (Spain);

Vila-real (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

4/1
8/2

4/1

16:30
16:45

19:00

Aquiles (start walking act)
Aquiles (finale)

Aquiles (start walking act)

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h

4/1
17/1

21:00
21:15

Aquiles (start walking act)
Aquiles (finale)

00:30 h
00:30 h

4/1
17/1

21:00
21:15

Aquiles (start walking act)
Aquiles (finale)

00:30 h
00:30 h

8/1
17/1

21:00
21:15

Aquiles (start walking act)
Aquiles (finale)

00:30 h
00:30 h

8/2
17/1

21:00
21:15

Aquiles (start walking act)
Aquiles (finale)

00:30 h
00:30 h

17/119:15 Aquiles (finale) 00:30 h 17/119:15 Aquiles (finale) 00:30 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfXA9dyvCCM&t=2s

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SPo8S7UZBcUCLdPqWGsoU_zDf38Bk9eO/view?usp=sharing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KdWncZGEB0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zr1N6AZp9gw



Lannutti&Corbo company
Italy https://www.pippu.it

A performance featuring clown acts, music and bizarre magic.
A small travelling circus comes to town. Its tent holds a variety
of acts: hilarious, absurd, magical, foolish and poetic.
A surreal, dream-inspired circus, where comedy and poetry take
control and transport the audience on a timeless journey.
A tribute to the Big Mother who, dressed as a big top circus
tent, brings to life acts that celebrate the magic of play for
play’s sake… because living is playing.

A Beckettian clown, followed by a “Big Top Lady”, walks the
thread of illusion in search of the invisible in order to play and
rejoice with the audience.  ZIRK is a tiny travelling circus that
wanders to amaze passersby.  Blending comedy, magic and
poetry, ZIRK presents the participating audience with novel
points of view about the space around them.
The show adapts to whoever and whatever it finds on its path:
people, objects, situations, public spaces, architectural
elements.

ZIRK Comedy show ZIRK Comedy walk act
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:30 h 0:45 h

2/1
2/1

2/1
2/1

14:00
17:00

14:00
17:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

ZIRK Comedy walk act
ZIRK Comedy show

ZIRK Comedy walk act
ZIRK Comedy show

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:45 h
00:30 h

00:45 h
00:30 h

3
ARTISTS: Gabriela Corbo (Argentina); Domenico Lannutti (Italy);
OTHER PERSONS: TBC (Italy);

Archi (CH) (Italy);

number of persons on tour

current residence

1/2

1/2

17:30

17:30

ZIRK Comedy show

ZIRK Comedy show

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h

00:30 h

https://youtu.be/wj6rGFeq7Zk

https://youtu.be/1xSnO1dCtSc



Les Objets Volants
France http://lesobjetsvolants.com

Circus Puzzle makes room for harmony between bodies and
objects. Circus Puzzle unfolds objects, props and apparels, into
tools, shelters, vehicles; into language.
Circus Puzzle reminds us that we never get all the pieces, helps
us to deal with absurdity, even to embrace it !
Circus Puzzle finds balance within instants, cultivates patience,
plays with risk, chooses the most surprising way instead of the
easiest. Circus Puzzle is a glow, a window, an answer to life,
universe and everything.

Circus artists suffer utopia syndrom. They would like to be
light, to twist matter at will, to get everything they want and
need nothing. So they endlessly seek a solution. Circus Puzzle
is a game, a research about assembling stumbled across
fragments into an identity.

Circus Puzzle
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:45 h

10/2
10/2

16:00
18:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023 Circus Puzzle
Circus Puzzle

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:45 h
00:45 h

5
ARTISTS: Jean-Baptiste Diot (France); Thibault Theyssens (Belgique); Paul
Bernard (France); Denis Paumier (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Anne-Sophie Bremaud (France);

Reims (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

10/118:00 Circus Puzzle

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:45 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8SnC_CvDWk



Los Colgados
Spain https://morinette2016.wixsite.

com/loscolgados

An uncanny love story that defies gravity. A fusion of clown and
aerial acrobatics that creates a surprising, humoristic and
entertaining show.
A place where every day objects come to life, a poetic world of
fantasy, where people live on a hanger in a giant closet.
A space where these odd characters find each other and create
something bigger.
The comical and tragical story of a strange couple.

He is a clown , she is an acrobat.
He is goofy ,she is eerie.
He struggles on the ground, she floats in the air.
Opposite attracts.
A circus teatre with unusual acrobatic props.
A visual humoristic poetry.

A show with dazzling tricks, danger and grace, all on a huge
swirling clothe's rack that captivates the audience.

HUNG UP
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:35 h

5/1

5/1

5/1

5/1
5/1

19:30

14:15

19:30

14:15
16:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

HUNG UP

HUNG UP

HUNG UP

HUNG UP
HUNG UP

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:35 h

00:35 h

00:35 h

00:35 h
00:35 h

2
ARTISTS: Xavier Casals Gil (Spain); Jade Morin (Canada);

Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

6/1

6/1

6/1

6/1
6/1

19:30

14:15

19:30

14:15
16:30

HUNG UP

HUNG UP

HUNG UP

HUNG UP
HUNG UP

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:35 h

00:35 h

00:35 h

00:35 h
00:35 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nW_xZbO4tE&list=PLJo_Gsx96YOZswi2NdAm2rdpmFSsCi79_&index=1

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJo_Gsx96YOZswi2NdAm2rdpmFSsCi79_



Lyapunov
België www.lyapunov.be

Sky Explorer is about the journey of someone who leaves his
loved ones behind to fulfill his dreams. Dreams of exploring
adventurous paths through unknown skies. The story is told
through live music and an exceptionally unique in house
developed instrument the "Skyolin," the brain child of a
musician and a tightrope walker.
Sky Explorer took shape during 2022 and combines two new
concepts:

(1) 'Skyline' where we temporarily redraw the skyline of cities
through giant highlines across the city between iconic high
points.
And (2) the 'Skyolin,' our self-designed and homemade four-
string instrument, some of whose strings can be tens to 100s of
meters long. These are stretched to the top of buildings, trees
or high over the audience. Visual and aural art to match the
grandeur of a gigahighline.

Sky Explorer Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide torens)
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h 0:30 h

17/1
17/2
17/1

17/1
17/2
17/1

14:00
14:00
17:00

14:00
14:00
17:00

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Sky Explorer
Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide
torens)Sky Explorer

Sky Explorer
Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide
torens)Sky Explorer

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

6
ARTISTS: Johan Wuyts (België); David Roussel (België); Jef Cox (België);
TECHNICIANS: Manjinder Singh (België); Moran De Wachter (België); Stijn
Vandenbussche (België);

Muizen (Mechelen) (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

17/1
17/2
17/1

17/1
17/2
17/1

14:00
14:00
17:00

14:00
14:00
17:00

Sky Explorer
Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide
torens)Sky Explorer

Sky Explorer
Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide
torens)Sky Explorer

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

17/2
17/1
17/2

17:00
19:15
19:15

Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide
torens)Sky Explorer
Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide
torens)

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

17/2
17/1
17/2

17:00
19:15
19:15

Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide
torens)Sky Explorer
Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide
torens)

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

17/217:00 Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide
torens)

00:30 h 17/217:00 Sky Explorer (met zicht op beide
torens)

00:30 h

https://youtu.be/llvHPdQNCb4



Maraña
Germany https://www.sebastiano.de/marana

Maraña (Spanish for “knotted”) describes an organism
consisting solely of wool, thread and yarn in the form of a
multidimensional patchwork weave. Between installation,
physical theater, puppet theater, dance and aerial
choreography, the performers become part of this organism,
bringing life and movement to it. It stretches horizontally,
vertically and three-dimensionally, taking the viewer into an
organic, haptic experience of color, light and space.
ORGANISMO is a work process embodying the memory of how

community and collaboration of individuals can lead to the
development of a new society. The symbiosis between the
stage design and the performers reflects the connection of a
community and cooperation that has been missing for so long
during lockdown.
The collective momentum with a multicultural musical team
brings an art installation made of thread and wool to life in a
multidimensional and interdisciplinary way creating a unique
spatial and sensorial experience for spectators.

Maraña Organismo
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:00 h

7/1

7/1

7/1

7/1
7/1

20:45

14:00

20:45

14:00
18:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Maraña Organismo

Maraña Organismo

Maraña Organismo

Maraña Organismo
Maraña Organismo

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

01:00 h

01:00 h

01:00 h

01:00 h
01:00 h

9
ARTISTS: Paula Riquelme Orbenes (Chili); Martha Kroeger (Germany); Catalina
Tello Aranguiz (Chili); Livia Etelka (France); Elli Berger (Germany); Kristina-Anne
Francisco (USA); Andres Aravena (Chili);
TECHNICIANS: Luka Gyoha (Slovenia);
OTHER PERSONS: Luisina Delgado (Argentina);

Berlin (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

7/1

7/1

7/1

7/1
7/1

20:45

14:00

20:45

14:00
18:30

Maraña Organismo

Maraña Organismo

Maraña Organismo

Maraña Organismo
Maraña Organismo

hour pitch performance / show duration

01:00 h

01:00 h

01:00 h

01:00 h
01:00 h

https://vimeo.com/705077678

https://www.sebastiano.de/marana#TEASERVIDEOS



Maria Dermitzaki - Tirasila asbl
Greece www.maria-dermitzaki.com

An interactive installation that offers a playful, creative, poetic
and multi-sensory experience based on the intriguing
phenomenon of phosphorescence. Young and old, equipped
with torches, are invited to draw and write with light freely on
the walls, floor and ceiling of a structure that can be installed
both indoors and outdoors. Against an inspiring musical
background, the "phosphographs" sketch drawings, write
words and freeze shadows. They create temporary works that
gradually fade and disappear before their eyes, leaving room

for the pleasure of doing it all over again. The creative
experience does not require any linguistic level to participate,
no mastery of writing to leave luminous traces, no prior
knowledge of drawing to paint one's ideas in light. The
installation offers the possibility of experiencing something out
of the ordinary, where the participant distances himself from his
daily life and immerses himself in a poetic and dreamy world.

Phosphographons!
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux5:00 h

1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1

14:15
16:45

14:15
16:45

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Phosphographons!
Phosphographons!

Phosphographons!
Phosphographons!

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

http://www.maria-dermitzaki.com/index.
php/en/

05:00 h
05:00 h

05:00 h
05:00 h

2
ARTISTS: Maria Dermitzaki (Greece);
TECHNICIANS: Joeri Van Loon (België);

Brussels (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

1/3
1/3

1/3
1/3

14:15
16:45

14:15
16:45

Phosphographons!
Phosphographons!

Phosphographons!
Phosphographons!

hour pitch performance / show duration

05:00 h
05:00 h

05:00 h
05:00 h



Motionhouse
UK motionhouse.co.uk

WILD, which premiered in 2019, is a thrilling show for the
family, combining dynamic dance, acrobatic movement and
hand-to-hand partnering. With powerful physicality, a seamless
mix of dance and circus, and a strong narrative, it is perfect for
dance audiences and those new to the artform. The theme of
WILD - our relationship with the natural environment - is
extremely relevant in today’s world.

WILD creates an urban forest in the everyday of the city. The
action takes place in a forest of tall poles (the tallest one 5m
high). From the top of the pole, life in the canopy looks down
onto the forest floor – a dangerous world of unknown meetings.

Wild
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:45 h

3/1
3/1

3/1
3/1

15:45
18:30

15:45
18:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Wild
Wild

Wild
Wild

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:45 h
00:45 h

00:45 h
00:45 h

9
ARTISTS: tbc
OTHER PERSONS: tbc

Leamington Spa (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

3/1
3/1

3/1
3/1

15:45
18:30

15:45
18:30

Wild
Wild

Wild
Wild

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:45 h
00:45 h

00:45 h
00:45 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVrg3P71nV8&t=3s

 https://youtu.be/p6SoB4Goa6I

https://spaces.hightail.com/space/RLueq3Y84z/files/fi-f2b50db0-1b3b-498b-81dd-8f30066a0173/fv-411685ca-8919-4e78-99ee-26e45e101456/Wild%20GDIF%20Trailer.mp4



Moving Fire Arts
België https://www.mfa-productions.com/

Glowing Lights is a rousing light and dance performance that
makes surprising use of programmed LED light props. Three
performers take you through a dynamic and interactive game of
dance and partner elevators. In this theatrical setting of
beautiful colour and light effects, you can experience the
transformation of their character play as it were.
This spectacle is performed by 3 artists.

'In Fire & Ashes' is a fire show where flames and sparks literally
splash off the stage! Performed by four artists, this epic,
spectacular and theatrical show takes you into a story of
conflict and reconciliation between light and darkness. All of
this portrayed with impressive dancing fire choreography,
grand effects, and at the same time the subtle eye for beauty
and mystery of fire.
4 performers & 1 safety person.

Glowing Lights - LED Show In Fire & Ashes
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:15 h 0:20 h

13/1
15/1

13/1
15/1

21:15
23:00

21:15
23:00

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Glowing Lights - LED Show
In Fire & Ashes

Glowing Lights - LED Show
In Fire & Ashes

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:15 h
00:20 h

00:15 h
00:20 h

5
ARTISTS: Saartje Wouters (België); Ruslan Khalilov (Rusland); Camille Coryn
(België); Zoe Van de Mooter (België);
TECHNICIANS: Jeroen Wautelet (België);

Antwerpen (België); Gent (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

15/1
15/2

15/1
15/2

21:15
23:00

21:15
23:00

Glowing Lights - LED Show
In Fire & Ashes

Glowing Lights - LED Show
In Fire & Ashes

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:15 h
00:20 h

00:15 h
00:20 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dAcDVBko1w4



Murmuyo
Spain www.yosoymurmuyo.com

Touring the city, Murmuyo tries to make new friends and allies
to share the idea that ‘everybody belongs to everybody’.
Together with his audience, he will decide where to go and what
to do. Every show is a new journey.

Ami-GO Fisura
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:30 h 0:45 h

17/1
17/1

17/1
17/1

16:00
18:45

16:00
18:45

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Fisura
Ami-GO

Fisura
Ami-GO

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

https://entract.nl/compagnies/murmuyo

00:45 h
00:30 h

00:45 h
00:30 h

4
ARTISTS: Christian Eduardo Casanova Zuñiga (Chili); Victor Manuel Gracia
Sanchis (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Casper de Vries (Nederland); Claudia Geubel (Nederland);

Parma (Italy); Valencia (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

16/1
17/1

16/1
17/1

16:00
18:45

16:00
18:45

Fisura
Ami-GO

Fisura
Ami-GO

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:45 h
00:30 h

00:45 h
00:30 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nyZwJ-rLG6w



Ockham's Razor
UK https://www.ockhamsrazor.co.uk/

Public is a piece of outdoor performance featuring recent
graduate and young performers about the use and ownership of
public space. Urban space has become increasingly colonised
by corporations with our malls, shopping centres and transport
hubs being owned and policed by private interests. In this
landscape there is less space for young people, to take up
public space - to experiment, play, rest together and build
social bonds with their peers. Play has become a risky and
subversive act.

In PUBLIC young acrobats and dancers create an image of a
reality where they are able to be utterly without guard in a
public arena. Incorporating acrobatics, parkour and dance they
move through the architecture of the streets, lifting each other
over and around walls, stairs, obstacles - dancing with the
fabric of the world. The show is about support, freedom and
tenderness and asks how and where we can be uninhibited and
unbound. At the end of the show Public  culminates in a mass
dance for everyone to join in with.

Public Public
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h 0:30 h

17/1
17/1

17/1
17/1

15:15
18:30

15:15
18:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Public
Public

Public
Public

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

14
ARTISTS: Alex Harvey (UK); Charlotte Mooney (Ireland); Shane Hampden (UK);
Seb Parker (UK); Raf Ffinch Shah (UK); Josh Hoffman (UK); Jem Bentham (UK);
Alex Morton (USA); Melissa Bravo (UK); Hugo Knowles (UK); Dylan Springer (UK);
Andromeda Gervásio (Portugal);
TECHNICIANS: 1xCSM (tbc) (tbc);
OTHER PERSONS: Alison King (UK);

London (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

17/1
17/1

17/1
17/1

15:15
18:30

15:15
18:30

Public
Public

Public
Public

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

https://www.ockhamsrazor.co.uk/publicpromo

https://vimeo.com/761000481/95f3d058cb

https://www.ockhamsrazor.co.uk/publicflashmob



One Dance Project (1) - Cie Compagnie Fanny Coulm
France http://fannycoulm.com

A suspended moment between life and death.
Attraction, flight, tension.
In Fine questions the living, with the need to capture its
preciousness, impermanence and extremities.
It is a question of pushing back the limits of gravity in order to
better feel and forget it. The two performers embody the inner
dialogue  of a creature divided between two states, one looking
for the earth, the other for the sky.

The weightlessness invites the spectator to live a sensory
experience, making the empty spaces visible and leading them
to a universe on the edge of reality.
In Fine is a vertical journey in search of  the elusive, of
unknown worlds with lightness and poetry.
"Dance is a bow strung between two deaths" D. Humphrey

Choreography: Fanny Coulm. Performance: Odile Gueysens
and Fanny Coulm.

In Fine, la femme suspendue
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:15 h

19/1
19/1

19/1
19/1

15:15
17:30

15:15
17:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

In Fine, la femme suspendue
In Fine, la femme suspendue

In Fine, la femme suspendue
In Fine, la femme suspendue

00:15 h
00:15 h

00:15 h
00:15 h

9
ARTISTS: Fanny Coulm (France); Odile Gheysens (France); Aurore Allo (France);
Laurent Delom (Mexique); Thalia Pigier (France); Noémie Cuérel (Switzerland);
David Ramalho (Portugal);
TECHNICIANS: Jean-Yves Boulrd (France); Yutaka Nakata (Japan);

Paris (France); Bordeaux (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

19/1
19/1

19/1
19/1

15:15
17:30

15:15
17:30

In Fine, la femme suspendue
In Fine, la femme suspendue

In Fine, la femme suspendue
In Fine, la femme suspendue

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:15 h
00:15 h

00:15 h
00:15 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5Yznq6psxA



One Dance Project (2) -  Cie Des Crocs dans les Yeux
France https://www.ciedescrocsdanslesyeux.

com/32-mars

32 MARS is the story of a night when we tried to stand up.
Dance and acrobatics as a way of being in the world. Like a
burst of energy that resists. On her own, Aurore Allo evokes
several encounters, trying to (re)touch the essence of a shared
history.
Between anger and tenderness, explosion and reconciliation,
immensity and pettiness.

Choreographer and performer: Aurore Allo

32 mars
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:30 h

19/1
19/1

19/1
19/1

14:45
17:15

14:45
17:15

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

32 mars
32 mars

32 mars
32 mars

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

9
ARTISTS: Fanny Coulm (France); Odile Gheysens (France); Aurore Allo (France);
Laurent Delom (Mexique); Thalia Pigier (France); Noémie Cuérel (Switzerland);
David Ramalho (Portugal);
TECHNICIANS: Jean-Yves Boulrd (France); Yutaka Nakata (Japan);

Paris (France); Bordeaux (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

22/1

22/1

14:45

14:45

32 mars

32 mars

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h

00:30 h

https://youtu.be/EyPRSVPzSwY



Panama Pictures
Nederland www.panamapictures.nl

Stranded on a crooked staircase, three performers float in
space. They are dependent on themselves and on each other.
One moment they almost slide down the stairs, the next they
regain their balance, exploring the boundaries of this lost space
with no holds barred.
Until gravity tilts and their bodies are pulled upwards. Here, on
this unstable island high above our heads, different laws apply
and a thrilling game is created in which acrobatics and dance
merge.

In the work of dance/circus company Panama Pictures,
movement enters into a challenging dialogue with architectural
scenery. The objects and spaces created by permanent
designer Sammy Van den Heuvel not only determine the
atmosphere but also form a challenge, obstacle and motive for
the performers. The dancers and acrobats of Panama Pictures
push the boundaries of what is possible and make their
physical sensation tangible for the audience.
An exciting game where acrobatics and dance merge.

Into Thin Air
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:20 h

7/1
7/1

7/1
7/1

15:30
17:30

15:30
17:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Into Thin Air
Into Thin Air

Into Thin Air
Into Thin Air

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:20 h
00:20 h

00:20 h
00:20 h

8
ARTISTS: Tarek Rammo (Libanon); Francesco Barba (Italy); Jefta Tanate
(Nederland);
TECHNICIANS: Bart verzellenberg (Nederland); Jeroen de Goeij (Nederland);
Leon van Egmond (Nederland);
OTHER PERSONS: Pia Meuthen (Germany); Gerda van de Kamp (Nederland);

's Hertogenbosch (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

7/1
7/1

7/1
7/1

15:30
17:30

15:30
17:30

Into Thin Air
Into Thin Air

Into Thin Air
Into Thin Air

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:20 h
00:20 h

00:20 h
00:20 h

https://vimeo.com/734743328?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=14296322



Part a fou vzw
België www.partafou.be

The phoenix rises. Before the eyes of his amazed audience, he
battles the fire, his first great love and mentor, as well as the
beginning & the end.
A majestic solo performance by an artist who feels deeply
connected to the fire, full of high technique and imposing
flames.
"Phoenix Rising" is a powerful solo fire show with special
effects, solid technique in a hearty fire world....

Gerrit has more than 25 years of experience bringing "Fire on
Stage".

Phoenix Rising
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:17 h

15/1
15/1

15/1
15/1

21:15
22:30

21:15
22:30

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Phoenix Rising
Phoenix Rising

Phoenix Rising
Phoenix Rising

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:17 h
00:17 h

00:17 h
00:17 h

2
ARTISTS: Gerrit Fonce (België);
TECHNICIANS: Bram Waelkens (België);

Ronse (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

15/2
15/2

15/2
15/2

21:15
22:30

21:15
22:30

Phoenix Rising
Phoenix Rising

Phoenix Rising
Phoenix Rising

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:17 h
00:17 h

00:17 h
00:17 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgDNbQANo6k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-iVv4-Y6XY&t=1s

https://www.partafou.be



Pif-Paf
UK www.pif-paf.co.uk

The Celestial Sound Cloud is a beautiful interactive sound and
light sculpture hung above the audience (6m x 6m area -
flexible). The sculpture is inspired by the nebula and galaxies
seen far out in space but creates a small dancing, singing world
beneath it. It has 5 “planets” each sensing audience beneath it
that trigger light sequences and  parts from a sequence of 15
part vocal harmonies created by director Eleanor Hooper.

The audience are oblivious to the layers of technology and just
go with the moods from the sacred to the silly in this beautiful
space - creating a unique sound track every time.
The Celestial Sound Cloud can run day or night and in any
weather. It is installed by us hung from trees or from
architecture or poles we install. It has toured to a great
response to woodlands, parks, churches, galleries and many
festival settings.

Celestial Sound Cloud
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux4:00 h

14/2

14/2
14/2

14/2

21:00

15:00
21:00

15:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Celestial Sound Cloud

Celestial Sound Cloud
Celestial Sound Cloud

Celestial Sound Cloud

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

04:00 h

04:00 h
04:00 h

04:00 h

5
ARTISTS: Pete Gunson (UK); Adam Charvet (UK); Eleanor Hooper (UK);  (UK);
OTHER PERSONS: Freyja Hoopr-Gunson (age 6) (UK); Lorelei Hooper-Gunson
(age 3) (UK);

Sheffield ();

number of persons on tour

current residence

14/1

14/1
14/1

14/1

21:00

15:00
21:00

15:00

Celestial Sound Cloud

Celestial Sound Cloud
Celestial Sound Cloud

Celestial Sound Cloud

hour pitch performance / show duration

04:00 h

04:00 h
04:00 h

04:00 h

https://vimeo.com/299636318

https://www.pif-paf.co.uk/portfolio/celestial-sound-cloud/



Planeta Trampolí
Spain http://www.lamaleta.

cat/en/espectacles/3016/

Planeta Trampolí proposes a fresh, warm and intimate
trampoline show for the whole family where the most classic
circus fuses with urban cultures through dance, music and
Turntablism (scratch with vinyl). The trampoline becomes alive
between the follies and acrobatics of its protagonist. A most
endearing trip to the past, full of humor, poetry, rhythm
and somersaults that will change the concept we have of the
trampoline.

Circus (trampoline), movement, turntablism and object
manipulation.

Back 2 Classics
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:40 h

1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1

16:00
19:00

16:00
19:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Back 2 Classics
Back 2 Classics

Back 2 Classics
Back 2 Classics

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

www.planetatrampoli.com

00:40 h
00:40 h

00:40 h
00:40 h

3
ARTISTS: Angel de Miguel (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Joan (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Alina Ventura (Spain);

Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1

16:00
19:00

16:00
19:00

Back 2 Classics
Back 2 Classics

Back 2 Classics
Back 2 Classics

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:40 h
00:40 h

00:40 h
00:40 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPisatOx52o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKTHKA9pNpk



Psirc
Spain www.psirc.net

After all, it is a tragicomedy that imagines a future from which
to look at and read our present. It is the story of a community
trying to survive on the periphery of any civilisation, a
landscape that Google would probably place on the fringes of
the world. Led by a family of artists, they decide to celebrate the
meaning that gives us hope to live each new day. Surrounded
by wild vegetation and untamed technology that seems to
sustain a life-imitating soul, the community will try to resist the
end of their era by performing circus acts, setting up

open-air cinemas, intellectual gatherings and healing rituals.
Faced with a life that does not need human existence in order to
exist, little by little all that which, like an infinite wound,
constitutes us as humanity will be uncovered. Why, after all, do
we insist on existing everywhere? The trailer is the shortest
version of all. It is concieved as street show, introducing the
characters and showing the great circus acts related to each
one of them. It has it’s own dramaturgy, which makes it
independent but related to the whole saga.

Després de tot (After all)
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:35 h

8/1
8/1

8/1
8/1

14:00
17:00

14:00
17:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Després de tot (After all)
Després de tot (After all)

Després de tot (After all)
Després de tot (After all)

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:35 h
00:35 h

00:35 h
00:35 h

5
ARTISTS: Anna Pascual (Spain); Benet Jofre (Spain); Wanja Kahlert (Spain);
Adrià Montaña (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Berta Pascual (Spain);

Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

11/1

11/1

14:00

14:00

Després de tot (After all)

Després de tot (After all)

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:35 h

00:35 h

https://vimeo.com/695443217

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzPleaFoU4g



Qualité Street
France www.qualitestreet.com

From outer space, a UFO is wandering in the middle of the road!
On board, two blue-skinned creatures, cheerful and friendly, are
coming to you for an extraordinary encounter.... They bring
stars to the hearts of children, as tender as they are
mischievous, and create an unforgettable connection with
humans!
A memorable encounter with friendly aliens! A show for a
young audience and families.

Galactic
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:30 h

11/1

11/1
11/1

20:30

14:00
17:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Galactic

Galactic
Galactic

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

4
ARTISTS: Gildas Puget (France); Bélinda Cateau (France);
TECHNICIANS: Joël Perruche (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Valentine Renaux (France);

Lorient (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

11/2

11/2
11/2

20:30

14:00
17:00

Galactic

Galactic
Galactic

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

https://www.qualitestreet.com/spectacles/galactic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLkm_Daaaso

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SY2Dtey2YUU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0VDRw7DXhU



RavArt
Nederland www.ravart.nl

Tom, Tom and Tom celebrate life to the fullest. Energetic and
full of creative ideas, the three move through the city. They turn
squares into a yoga class, crawl into lampposts, work
themselves into (im)possible positions and interact with the
audience in full improvisation.

Tom, Tom en Tom
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

14/4

14/4

14/4

14/4

14:30

17:30

14:30

17:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Tom, Tom en Tom

Tom, Tom en Tom

Tom, Tom en Tom

Tom, Tom en Tom

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

https://entract.nl/companies/3xtom/

00:30 h

00:30 h

00:30 h

00:30 h

5
ARTISTS: Femke Ravensbergen (Nederland); Inge Voskamp (Nederland); Hans
Mets (Nederland);
OTHER PERSONS: Casper de Vries (Nederland); Claudia Geubel (Nederland);

Amsterdam (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

14/1
14/1

14/1
14/1

14:45
17:30

14:45
17:30

Tom, Tom en Tom
Tom, Tom en Tom

Tom, Tom en Tom
Tom, Tom en Tom

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h
00:30 h

00:30 h
00:30 h

https://vimeo.com/287032227



Rode Boom
België www.rodeboom.be

What if a poet and a mentalist join hands and write poetry
together, without words, but in images with in between: elusive
magic. We Are Possible is a series of subtle performances that
grab you by the throat. On the thin line between what is really
possible and what is physically (almost) inexplicable, the
performance makes you believe for a moment with excitement
and wonder: everything is possible. Maud and Kurt present
their collection of wordless poems in an intimate performance.

Wij zijn mogelijk
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:00 h

7/1

7/1
7/1

19:30

16:15
19:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Wij zijn mogelijk

Wij zijn mogelijk
Wij zijn mogelijk

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

01:00 h

01:00 h
01:00 h

4
ARTISTS: Kurt Demey (België); Maud Vanhauwaert (België);
TECHNICIANS: Anne Elst (België);
OTHER PERSONS: Stefan Gevaerts (België);

Vlaamse Rand (België); Antwerpen (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

7/5

7/5
7/5

19:30

16:15
19:30

Wij zijn mogelijk

Wij zijn mogelijk
Wij zijn mogelijk

hour pitch performance / show duration

01:00 h

01:00 h
01:00 h

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/776088112

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/470922856



RoguePlay Theatre
UK www.rogueplay.co.uk

A highly visual family friendly show using acrobatics and dance
to powerfully challenge forestry practices, our ever growing
consumption of wood and the displacement of Indigenous
people through the destruction of the rainforest.
A vegan performance team of global heritage artists, Forests
comprises a 5m willow tree with a woven trunk.

Performers climb and manipulate the tree, the acrobatic dance
sees them throwing, clambering and trampling one another,
whilst ropes entangle and bind before the tree is finally felled
and an explosion of origami birds erupts form the canopy. A 30
minute piece that packs a powerful punch. Forests confronts
the systemic racism driving the creation of ‘treeless land’,
suited to family audiences.

Forests
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

8/1

8/1

8/1

8/1

15:00

18:15

15:00

18:15

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Forests

Forests

Forests

Forests

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:30 h

00:30 h

00:30 h

00:30 h

4
ARTISTS: Kim Wildborne (UK); Fleur Hall (UK); Shaq Shedare (UK);
TECHNICIANS: Liam Walsh (UK);

Birmingham (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

11/1

11/1

16:00

16:00

Forests

Forests

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:30 h

00:30 h

https://youtu.be/F8iTpaZzRdA



Ron Jaluai vzw
België www.ronjaluai.be

An experience of colour ... wonder ... discovery ... stimuli ...
where the environment is completely transformed into a fairy-
like and psychedelic landscape of COLOUR, amazement &
wonder! Under heavy UV light artillery, 10 CUBES (of 2 meters
by 2 meters) are placed NEXT and ON EACH OTHER in a setting
where PUBLIC can walk in between, in a combination with a
MISTIFIED atmosphere created by smoke machines wherfe
LASERS create a soothing and magical atmospheric
landscape ... a true delight for the eye!

100% guarantee for smiling, happiness and surprise!
This atmosphere is strengthened by beautiful fairy music!
This can be performed in the dark (fully illuminated) as well as
in daylight!

Cubes of Wonder
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau4:00 h

5/2
5/2
5/2

5/2
5/2

14:00
16:00
21:00

14:00
16:00

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Cubes of Wonder
Cubes of Wonder
Cubes of Wonder

Cubes of Wonder
Cubes of Wonder

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

04:00 h
04:00 h
04:00 h

04:00 h
04:00 h

6
ARTISTS: Wim Colémont (België); John Keymeulen (België); Johan Temmerman
(België); Jo Geerts (België); Bram Verheyen (België); Emmy Van De Vijver
(België);

Puurs (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

5/1
5/1
5/1

5/1
5/1

14:00
16:00
21:00

14:00
16:00

Cubes of Wonder
Cubes of Wonder
Cubes of Wonder

Cubes of Wonder
Cubes of Wonder

hour pitch performance / show duration

04:00 h
04:00 h
04:00 h

04:00 h
04:00 h

5/221:00 Cubes of Wonder 04:00 h 5/121:00 Cubes of Wonder 04:00 h



Sacred Places
België www.sacredplaces.be

An installation with water & light - fountains & laser on a water
surface.

a performance with pianist and composer Christine Carré,
a combination of music, light installation and creative video
projection

Noirdic Fjord Water in Perfect Harmony
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau4:00 h 4:00 h

11/2
20/1
11/2

11/2
20/1
11/2

21:00
21:00
22:00

21:00
21:00
22:00

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Noirdic Fjord
Water in Perfect Harmony
Noirdic Fjord

Noirdic Fjord
Water in Perfect Harmony
Noirdic Fjord

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

04:00 h
04:00 h
04:00 h

04:00 h
04:00 h
04:00 h

5
ARTISTS: tbc

Mechelen (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

11/2
20/1
11/2

11/2
20/1
11/2

21:00
21:00
22:00

21:00
21:00
22:00

Noirdic Fjord
Water in Perfect Harmony
Noirdic Fjord

Noirdic Fjord
Water in Perfect Harmony
Noirdic Fjord

hour pitch performance / show duration

04:00 h
04:00 h
04:00 h

04:00 h
04:00 h
04:00 h

20/122:00 Water in Perfect Harmony 04:00 h 20/122:00 Water in Perfect Harmony 04:00 h

20/122:00 Water in Perfect Harmony 04:00 h 20/122:00 Water in Perfect Harmony 04:00 h



Schim
België https://schim.bandcamp.com/

SCHiM plays non-Ethnic post-Ethnic Instant Cosmotronica,
manipulating sounds, weaving freelectronic organically
evolving tapestries of sound with an inspiring mix of older and
more recent devices, ethnic and experimental instruments,
sampling, looping and unbridled improvisation.Their one-off
compositions naturally form picture-rich scenes that play out
before the imaginative listener's mind's eye.  Cinematic,
spherical, raw.

SCHiM makes albums ( schim.bandcamp.com ) and
soundtracks,plays live and also collaborates with dancers,
writers, light, film/video, graphic and installation artists.
This time, during De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper (City of Wings
Ypres), the music group lends its unique cosmotronic sound
palette to the atmospheric light installations of Vzw Dwaallicht.

Schim
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau5:00 h

12/2

12/2

21:00

21:00

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Schim

Schim

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

05:00 h

05:00 h

4
ARTISTS: Tom Bessemans (België); Timothy Jacobs (België); Lize Verlooy
(België);
TECHNICIANS: Nele Bosmans (België);

Begijnendijk (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

12/1

12/1

21:00

21:00

Schim

Schim

hour pitch performance / show duration

05:00 h

05:00 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=topjJ31PhGc&list=PLxQ21sztyZg4hYf01sSRrVf9p1cHNkFQB&index=24

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcA1zuqunSM&list=PLxQ21sztyZg4hYf01sSRrVf9p1cHNkFQB&index=43

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hRg17mK1h4&list=PLxQ21sztyZg4hYf01sSRrVf9p1cHNkFQB



Straattheater Gusta
België www.gusta.be

A hilarious mobile animation. Giant chicken Fabienne is looking
for love. On the streets and among people. James - the dignified
dwarf on her back - is especially looking for an audience. After
all, he has taught Fabienne a lot of tricks! But Fabienne is hard
to control. And then giant rooster Fabrizio also appears on
stage. Immediately there are sparks.  A passion play with wings,
for children from 3 to 103 years old.

Mobile live musician Kanza Mees raises the temperature several
degrees when he unleashes his summer sounds and southern
rhythms on you. Armed with his loop station, this live musician
fuses beatbox, percussion, ukulele, piano, flute and many more
instruments into a rousing and highly danceable show. This
musical act runs entirely on batteries and is perfect for use as
mobile entertainment or at a fixed location.

Vogelen Musica Mobilé
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:40 h 1:00 h

4/1
4/1
4/1

4/1
4/1
4/1

14:15
15:45
17:30

14:15
15:45
17:30

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Vogelen
Vogelen
Vogelen

Vogelen
Vogelen
Vogelen

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h

3
ARTISTS: Peter Gusta (België); Kanza Mees (België); Sam Mampaey (België);

Mechelen (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

7/2
7/2
7/2

7/2
7/2
7/2

14:15
15:45
17:30

14:15
15:45
17:30

Vogelen
Vogelen
Vogelen

Vogelen
Vogelen
Vogelen

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h

https://youtu.be/HfmBHfR9pRk

https://youtu.be/ZQ2XeUg1nro

https://youtu.be/_bzxr0JxBMk



The Funky Monkeys
Germany https://funky-monkeys.de/

Five different people, one mysterious object. The five
"Monkeys" embark on their first mission together, with very
different ideas as to where to go. Everything is viewed
differently, up is down, dance is acrobatics. The audience
accompanies the Monkeys as they discover an almost
impossible puzzle. Thanks to the theatrical accompaniment the
audience feels curiosity, thrills and poetry.

With fresh, playful ease, the performers present new ways of
combining the art forms of dance and acrobatics and culminate
in a brilliant and captivating ending.

Groove
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:40 h

17/1
17/1
17/1

17/1
17/1

14:30
17:30
19:45

14:30
17:30

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Groove
Groove
Groove

Groove
Groove

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:40 h
00:40 h
00:40 h

00:40 h
00:40 h

5
ARTISTS: Toan Le (Germany); Ece Cinar (Germany); Emanuele Bodo (Italy); Milu
Chuc (Germany); Ferenc Heinrich (Germany);

Berlin (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

16/1
16/1

16/1

17:30
19:45

17:30

Groove
Groove

Groove

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:40 h
00:40 h

00:40 h

https://vimeo.com/748358766

https://vimeo.com/750070066/7ef52bd0b1

https://vimeo.com/672120254?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=22557749



This Maag
Germany www.thismaag.de

For over 30 years, This Maag has been playing the street and
other stages of this planet with his interactive shows enriched
with lots of improvisation, Alpine madness and EU-certified
Swiss humour. In his now really very latest and already award-
winning show "Am laufenden Band", he develops a unique,
analogue, interactive and action-packed live film with the help
of the audience in front of an ingeniously simple rotating
screen. Selfies are yesterday!

With this show you are guaranteed not in the wrong film! Stay
in the picture and rather miss something else!

Am laufenden Band
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:45 h

17/1
17/1

17/1
17/1

14:30
17:30

14:30
17:30

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Am laufenden Band
Am laufenden Band

Am laufenden Band
Am laufenden Band

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:45 h
00:45 h

00:45 h
00:45 h

1
ARTISTS: This Maag (Switzerland);

Berlin (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

16/1

16/1

14:30

14:30

Am laufenden Band

Am laufenden Band

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:45 h

00:45 h

https://youtu.be/HnhY72vUpow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCRQrlFKCSw



Tombs Creatius
Spain http://stradactiva.com/en/tombs-creatius/

A microfestival around the animation, with small-format cinema,
street games and live illustration
The small cinema PUCK that screens selected short animated
films is living a revolution. The bizarre cartoon characters have
decided to invade the street and  let us live their animated
adventures by 9 interactive games and, even, to draw us again,
to recreate us on the illustration wall live, who converts us into
one more character of this never-ending gang.  The whole
PUCK’s troupe is disposing to put the world topsy-turvy.

 Let yourself be invaded by this rebellious spirit!

Puck and his Troupe
2:00 h

20/2
20/2

20/2
20/2

15:00
17:00

15:00
17:00

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Puck and his Troupe
Puck and his Troupe

Puck and his Troupe
Puck and his Troupe

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

02:00 h
02:00 h

02:00 h
02:00 h

3
ARTISTS: TBC (Spain); TBC (Spain); TBC (Spain);

Bellpuig (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

20/3
20/3

20/3
20/3

15:00
17:00

15:00
17:00

Puck and his Troupe
Puck and his Troupe

Puck and his Troupe
Puck and his Troupe

hour pitch performance / show duration

02:00 h
02:00 h

02:00 h
02:00 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSN3n9Ote2Y



UliK Robotic Circus
Germany www.ulik.com

A modern homage to the traditional circus world and the circus
in particular. The so-called Extreme Circus is a special kind of
Cirque Nouveau - a high-performance, street-inspired genre
with greater improvisational content and an aesthetic that plays
even more with free forms. The music is wide-ranging: hip-hop,
beatboxing or virtuoso percussion instruments are also used.
(Quote) It tells the story of a Circus Company, on its way to the
modern age. A new, sensational attraction is to be presented:
An industrial robot.

This new wild machine monster must now be tamed, trained
and made into a sensational new act. Everyone claims the robot
for themselves and their own discipline. Old disciplines are
modified and something uniquely new is created.
Salto Robotale develops a charm and poetry all of its own,
which the audience would not expect. Artistry, juggling, partner
acrobatics, Chinese pole and aerial acrobatics are combined
with references to comics, films and video games. These
combinations are not random, but inevitable!

Salto Robotale
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:00 h

3/1
3/1

3/1
3/1

14:00
17:00

14:00
17:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Salto Robotale
Salto Robotale

Salto Robotale
Salto Robotale

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

https://www.instagram.
com/ulik_robotic_circus/

01:00 h
01:00 h

01:00 h
01:00 h

8
ARTISTS: Ulrich Kahlert (UliK) (Germany); Galatée Auzanneau (France); Vanessa
Lee Baisch (Germany); Marius Pohlmann (Germany); Johann Prinz (Germany);
Martin Riedel (Germany);
TECHNICIANS: Krischan Kriesten (Germany);
OTHER PERSONS: Robert Sterzik (Germany);

Different cities (Germany); Bordeaux (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

3/1
3/1

3/1
3/1

14:00
17:00

14:00
17:00

Salto Robotale
Salto Robotale

Salto Robotale
Salto Robotale

hour pitch performance / show duration

01:00 h
01:00 h

01:00 h
01:00 h

https://vimeo.com/767342132/8034ca3ba0



UNATI - Anthony Weiss
France www.unati-anthonyweiss.fr  (under

construction)

Ûman – Genesis – is a journey from darkness to light, chaos to
birth, collapse to reconstruction, battle to liberation.
We walk the path of this being, confronting his own chains to
free himself, die to the old and be reborn under a new day.
An inner transformation, possible mirror of our world in change,
collapsing and letting space to the emergence of a new one.
Die to our self. Inwardly, physically and collectively…
And emerge, like a new being, in a new world, liberated.

ÛMAN, ritual of a profound transformation and reflect of an
actual humanity, dives us into the abysses of life for a quest for
peace, within the light of the being.
Ûman is a solo with aerial straps and aerial chains which had
his premiere in 2018. In 2022/2023, this show is recreated with a
new shape. Ûman-genesis goes through the big questions of
human change, renewal, and necessary metamorphosis to
reach a new life.
Work in progress!

Ûman - Genesis (short version) Ûman - Genesis (long version)
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:40 h 0:50 h

15/1

15/1

18:30

18:30

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Ûman - Genesis (short version)

Ûman - Genesis (short version)

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

www.facebook.com/unati11

00:40 h

00:40 h

3
ARTISTS: Anthony Weiss (France);
TECHNICIANS: Vincent Vantilbeurgh or Rush Brahim (France); Light technician
(France);
OTHER PERSONS: Louise Hamel (production diffusion) (België);

Aix-en-Provence (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

15/1

15/1

18:30

18:30

Ûman - Genesis (short version)

Ûman - Genesis (short version)

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:40 h

00:40 h

https://vimeo.com/379247372

https://vimeo.com/256299602

https://vimeo.com/236658039

https://vimeo.com/161884463



UpArte Cia.
Spain https://ciauparte.es/

DESproVISTO is the third work of UpArte company, a spectacle
that maintains the essence of their previous works which stand
out for their high acrobatic technical level, performers without
characters and a leitmotif that moves the work but which is not
a priority to know to be able to enjoy the show. It is a search for
balance between risk, rhythm, aesthetics and humour.

At the same time, DESproVISTO aims to make a change from
the rigid to the flexible - the basic concept of the work seen in
the elements used on stage (fabrics) and in the body proposal,
incorporating contemporary dance into the company's work.

DESproVISTO is a contemporary circus show for all audiences
wanting to reach the spectator in substance and form, in which
the artists will experience a process of transformation with
acrobatic technique and dance part of their common language.

DESproVISTO
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:50 h

10/2

10/2

10/2

19:30

14:00

14:00

day date
normal program outdoor rain program indoor

hour pitch performance / show duration
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

DESproVISTO

DESproVISTO

DESproVISTO

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:50 h

00:50 h

00:50 h

7
ARTISTS: Gisela Gabriela Segatti (Spain); Guimel Amaro Martín Cones (Spain);
Sofía Acosta Martínez (Spain); Paco Caravaca de la Fuente (Spain); Daniel
Luengo Quintero (Spain); Alma Montero Marcos (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Pedro Antonio Bermejo Luque (Spain);

Murcia (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

10/1

10/1

10/1

19:30

14:00

14:00

DESproVISTO

DESproVISTO

DESproVISTO

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:50 h

00:50 h

00:50 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9N5n0dGTDc



Vuurkunst
België www.vuurkunst.net

The wonder of  many fire-lights lantern installation with
numerous fire-flames and Light-Colors give a fairy-like
atmosphere in the darkest night. As a "group flower field" in the
grass but it can also be placed in flower box/perks, around
(city) trees etc.

The many hanging fire torches, a host of flames, make you
wonder and will give you a fairy-like atmosphere in the darkest
night.  As a "group flower field" in the grass but it can also be
placed in flower box/perks, earth around (city) trees etc.

Vuur-kunstwerkinstallatie de Kronkelfakkelsvuur
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau oude act/old show/spectacle vieux4:00 h 4:00 h

10/1
10/1

21:00
21:00

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Vuur-kunstwerkinstallatie
de Kronkelfakkelsvuur

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

04:00 h
04:00 h

2

Leopoldsburg (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

10/2
10/2

21:00
21:00

Vuur-kunstwerkinstallatie
de Kronkelfakkelsvuur

hour pitch performance / show duration

04:00 h
04:00 h

https://www.vuurkunst.net/gallery

https://www.vuurkunst.net/vuurletters

https://www.vuurkunst.net/performance-show



Zen del Sur
Spain www.zendelsur.com

Trajectory of a physical objects as it moves around another,
guided by the influence of a central force.
This phenomenon represents the relationship that is
established between Carlos Lopez and Noemi Pareja; two
multitalented artists who interact through different
contemporary styles of movement, circus elements and live
music under the gravitation attraction of their roots:
Andalucia and Flamenco art.

Orbit
0:20 h

18/1
18/1

18/1
18/1

14:00
15:30

14:00
15:30

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

Orbit
Orbit

Orbit
Orbit

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

00:20 h
00:20 h

00:20 h
00:20 h

2
ARTISTS: Carlos López Aragón (Spain); Noemí Pareja Muñoz (Spain);

Granada (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

22/1

22/1

22/1

22/1

14:00

15:45

14:00

15:45

Orbit

Orbit

Orbit

Orbit

hour pitch performance / show duration

00:20 h

00:20 h

00:20 h

00:20 h

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmA4kw9Y57I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGEpnSSgIj0&feature=emb_imp_woyt



zzz Vrije plaats

day date

normal program outdoor rain program indoor
hour pitch performance / show duration

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

07/04/2023

08/04/2023

09/04/2023

number of persons on tour

current residence

hour pitch performance / show duration


